Meridian Reliabelt Drive Over Conveyor uses a 20” belt for high capacity reaching over 10,000 bushels an hour. The Drive over conveyor can be powered with either Gas or electric motors and is available in a fully self-contained unit. A low profile design allows even the lowest of trucks to drive over the conveyor easily and safety. The Meridian Reliabelt Drive over conveyor makes unloading incredibly fast and easy, getting the trucks back on the road and to the field.
Self-Propelled Drive Over Conveyor

FEATURES
- Hydraulic mover unit
- Low Profile (5" off the ground when lowered)
- 20" belt
- Hydraulic lift rubber flaps
- Hydraulic lift for main axle
- Joy stick controls/ Hydraulic steering
- Hydraulic Drive wheels
- Sealed Timken bearings

BENEFITS
- Easy to move and no tractors needed
- Fuel tanks and low trucks will clear easily
- High capacity 10,000-12,000 bushels an hour
- Minimal spillage
- For excellent towing clearance
- Easy smooth maneuverability
- No chains for less maintenance
- Less maintenance no grease

Non Self-Propelled Drive Over Conveyor

FEATURES
- Low Profile (5" off the ground when lowered)
- 20" belt
- Hydraulic lift rubber flaps
- Hydraulic lift for main axle
- Sealed Timken bearings

BENEFITS
- Fuel tanks and low trucks will clear easily
- High capacity 10,000-12,000 bushels an hour
- Minimal spillage
- For excellent towing clearance
- Less maintenance no grease

Both Models available in Electric Drive OR Gas Drive.